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aturc ln this country, to the close of flowers in their freshness, and In their
Thls picture has what one may call senso of humor. This is the
i
".'
J was another Southern poet who used this century, is the product of an old purity with waters which carry the stars a sort of mattcr-of-fnweirdness about paragraph of the essay on furniture:
Uie irregular meter in his nature poema race is not to charge it with lack of in their depths, which light comedy and It, as of the work of a poet who, while
"In the Internal decoration. If not in
"Virginia Edition of the
Insight and force, but to ex- tragtdy and history as with a 'light be- feeling to the full the grlmness of his the external architecture, of their resi- glint of the supernatural in them and
and political songs, apparently for its first-han- d
works o Edgar Allan Poe superior
yond the sun.
This natural fantasy, is watching sardonically
musical effect and freedom plain some of its characteristics."
dence, the English are supremo. The reflected, as he says in one of his earliappeared, and will be a. from the hindrances of a set form of
Again, he says:
magic, this divine ease in doing the most the effect upon others. It is not alto Italians havo but little nenttniunt tt- - est poems, the 'wlldcr'd' nature of the
joy to the lovers o
this verse.
"To the men who were young between difficult things, Is tho exclusive property gether a, now idea, since the legend of yond marbles and colors. In France mo- - man.
unique American poet. It Is In sev"Rich currents of Irish, Scotch, EngIn fact;, perhaps the great charm, as 1S30 and 1840, there was something in of the man of genius, and is his only the city sunk in the sea is one used by liora prohant, deteiiora sequuntur, tho
enteen small and daintily hound well as the strongest characteristic of the air which broko up the deeps of in his most fortunate hours. No man Heinrlch Heine and other German writ- people arc too
lish
and American blood ran together in
much a race of
volumes, inclosed in a case, and illus- the work of Poe 1b that it is not labor- - I feeling and set freo tfteCtorpid imagl
his palpitating veins and produced a
command this consummate bloom on ers, but the treatment Is utterly new.
to
cn
maintain
those
housenold
trated with various portraits of the ed or finished. Whatever In it is good nation. For the first time in tho New human speech; it lies on his work as It is strange, when one comes to think
of which, indeed, they avo a psychic blend unlike that of any other
poet, his wife, arid his relatives and is the result of Irresistible impulse, not
on
fields,
tho
because the creait lies
dolicato appreciation, or, at Ipasr, the American poet; Celtic mysticism, Irish
friends. It contaids, besides the com- of long care and polishing. Not oven in
rervor, Scotch melody, the
way. It came
passed
spirit
has
that
tive
elements of a proper sense. The
plete) works of Poe in prose and poetry, poems of such smooth and regular meter
again to Wordsworth during
again
and
and most of the Eastern races havo fantasy ot tho Shellcys and the
ewspaper letters and private corre- as
and the independence and alert"The Haven" is there evidence of
years;
marvelous
creative
fifteen
and
a
warm
but inappropriate fancy. Iho
many
inmore or less
spondence, and
ness of the transatlantic American, into
careful work, for the simplicity of the
passed
when
left
cold
him
meit
it
and
poor
Scotch
are
decorists. The Lutch
never
teresting
documents
before meter would insure the easo of writing
chanical. t is the pure spirit ot art
have, perhaps, an Indeterminate idua whom all these Old World, cbaracterla'- In
In it after the first few stanzas.
moving like the wind where It llsteth.
that a curtain is not a cabbage. In
other poems of more complicated form
and, like the wind, dying Into silence
Spain ther are all curtains a nation
effects have been secured by repetition,
again. This magic Is in Poo, and its
of hangmen. The Russians do not fur
not consciously, perhaps Poe was no
remains, and will remain, ono of
record
nish. The Hottentots and KIckapoos aro
j""""""""""""""
"""""""""""""""K"Kv
.i
trickster in words but from the Instincour most precious literary possessions.
all very well in their way. The Yantive feeling that it was better to repeat
The bulk of the work upon which it rests
kees alone are preposterous."
the line than to spoil either sound or
is not great; its ethical significance i3
This thing appeared In "Burton's Gen(""""""""""""""""""""ii; ffi
sense. With a formal meter like tho
not always evident; it is not representleman's Magazine,"
and In the
""""""""""""""""""
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""fcH"""E-hexameter, or with a set form like that
tative after tho manner of the great
"Broadway Journal," 1, 18. It may be
done
lit
sonnet,
Poe could have
of the
masters of poetry; but its quality U
Imagined that it did not tend to scothe
tle. He would have been hampered,
perfect. The importance lf halt a dozen
tho artistic taste of a young people just
vexed, and. uneasy. His genius demand
perfect poems is not to be discovered in
falling in love with haircloth and keroed freedom of form, of language, of
their mass;' it lies in the revelation of
sene and
stones, and trying to
imagination, of conditions; and much of
the imagination which shines in and
reconcile beauty with convenience and
the Imperfection of his work arose from
from them. Among a practical people,
small Incomes. Moreover, the unqualihis inability to secure an environment
dealing with the external relations of
fied endorsement of England must have
where he might work without dtRly care
men, and largely absorbed in the work
caused the American Eagle, then a
'JShV''HksRkJHK' $ r ." fliH
and harassment. With an independent-comparatively young bird, to ruffle his
of the hands, the sudden flashing of ths
income, a position which would havo
feathers and utter a warning cry. But
'light that neper was on sea or land
brought him friends, but not overbursince the days when genius was reduced
was a spiritual event of high signifidening duties, and congenial society, Poe
to writing on curtains and astral lamps
cance. That men do not live by bread
might have written the greatest poems
wo have learned that England, of all
alone Is the common message of religion
From' a Daguerreotype.
From
by
Portrait
Samuel
Osgood.
S.
in American literature. As it was, he
nations, has made a study of home dec
and of art. That message was delivered
oration and comfort, and that many of
has left us fragments of genius, and
by
with
marvelous
Foe
distinctness
of
helped to lay the foundations of Ameri- World it became easy and natural for speech. That ho knew what he wanted of it, that a man who his left so strong our modern Improvements of which we
can literary thought, and whether ho men to sing. Hitherto tbo imagination to say, and that he deliberately and pa- un impression as Poo upon our litera- were so proud must go to tho junk
himself would have thought so or not, had been invoked to give wings and fire tiently sought the best way of saying ture should bo represented by a volume dealer, to be replaced either by ancient
The Hulling Portrait
these are worthy achievements. It is to high arguments for tho rights of men; it, is clear enough; Mt neither adds to of poems so thin as to be easily read heirlooms or solid and simple homely
Zolnay's Bust of Poe.
extremely doubtful if Poe would have now the imagination began to speak, by nor detracts from the artistic value of through in half an hour; but so it is. furnishings. Poo was a misplaced au
virtue of its own inward impulse, of the
liven
Is not voluminous, hut thority on domestic art, but his in"printed. There is a biography, an auto- enjoyed the fact that be has been the
what he did, that he knew what he want- overy his fiction
tics had been born, on whom all these
things
of its own life. In religion, in
of it is instinct with individustincts were right The hint which he treasures
line
guide
by
more
followed
or
crude
less
ed to do. The essential fact about him
biographical sketch, and an appreciamusic and imagination, of
ality. Tho sarr.o is true even of his throws out that the oriental fancy is passion of mystery
the social consciousness, in publi clife,
and
had been bestowed
tive essay on "Poc's Place in American singers of the South and Middle West, there were stirrings of conscience which and his .work is, that he was possessed newspaper work, which
suggests
inappropriate"
"warm
but
that
will
doubtloss
Literature," by Hamilton "Wright "lia- who felt the charm of his music and revealed a deeper life of the spirit byithe passion for beauty for its own be to many readers the most fascinating he may have somehow foreseen the time by some fairy godmother."
There are some racy reminiscences of
ble, besides bibliography and index. In the weirdness of his thought, which they among new people., The age of pro- sake, and that at his best he had access part of tho present edition of
a
his works. when, in a blind craze for warmth ot Poe's college days, which shed some
But, nevertheless,
& word, it is a most complete little set could not imitate.
to "the region of pure ideality."
women
would
paracolor,
Tbo
huddle
havo
editors
patiently
fans,
Judgto
ferreted
vincialism,
out
submission
the
of
they have kept the path which
of books.
This last sentence is an exact appre- of old files all that they could find of his sois, mats, curtains, ana vases into a rays of comedy over an existence which
ment and acceptance of the taste of
It is hardly exact to compare Poe to from being lost or overgrown, and some older
of Poe's' work. It ranks him newspaper letters and essays, and his room where thoy were never meant to was in the main tragic, not to say paciation
and more cultivated communities.
pure Idealists, where ho un- casual contributions to magazines, and be, and arrange them in a way which thetic, In Its struggles and deprivations.
either Keats or Shelley, although the day, perhaps, some young genius will was coming
the
with
an
end.
to
comparison is almost inevitable. He recognize the irregular meter, the per
belongs. There was no the result is a proof that he was not tho would make a well-bre- d
questionably
Japanese faint. One grotesque function in which the
"Foe stood alone among his contemhad, perhaps, more in common with fection of sound, the spontaneity of feel
taint of commercialism in his work, as, idle, vagabondish riian ot letters which Perhaps he thought that his countrymen young' po'et student took part was the
by
poraries
of
reason
the
fact
that,
Keats in his love of pure sound and ing, the daring imagination, as characeating of one of the West Point prowas not in that of contem- - he has sometimes been represented, but
while his imagination was fertilized by indeed, tlmre
sensuous
melody, and the almost
fessors In effigy, the effigy being an ansteady-minde- d
fairly
a
and
the movement of tho time, his work
imagery of some of his poems, but
cient gander. This tale is told by a
person. It is also pathetic proof of
reprewas
not,
sympathy,
or
theme
in
neither English writer has approached
schoolmate, Mr. T. H. Gibson.
the sort of hack work to which he was
sentative of the forces behind it. The
him in fiction, and even Hawthorne, his
Later there are some fascinating
keep
to
reduced
body
soul
and
together,
group of gifted men, with whom he had
contemporary In the world of weird
glimpses of early American Bohemia
and It Is possible that, without anyone's
part
conneconly
the
most
for
In
casual
his
Imagination, does not rival him
in the account ot the beginnings ot
realizing the fact, ho left his stamp on
own peculiar field. The weird tales of
tions, reflected the age behind them, or
"Graham's
Majsazlne" and the "Broad
newspaper
embryonic
tho
magazine
and
the time In which they lived; Poo shared
Hawthorne are apart, impersonal, and
way Journal." Of Pop at this period the
world of this country quite as distinctly
remote; they do not affect us personalwith them the creative Impulse without
biographer says:
as on the world of literature. He wrote
ly; but'ln'"The Gold Bug." The Fall
sharing the specific interests and devo
on all sorts of subjects, congenial and
"Conscience is an awkward ingredient
of the House of Usher," and others of
tions of the period. He was primarily
urcongenlal, bringing the keen edge o;
to mingle with things. The conscien.Poc's grewsomo fancies, the reader
and distinctively tho artist of his time;
his intellect to bear on them all. The
tious man is always a terror to the
seems to be himself taking part in the
thOjinan who cared for his art, not for
makers of current literature in Amprica
community. Let it be known that a
scene which affects his imagination.
what he could say through it, but for
'have always, of necessity, gone oa the
man has a conscience, that he means to
The fact Is that Poe was a figure alone
what t had to say through him. Emer'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'H
"principle enunciated by Sir Jimmy Hawexercise It, that neither fear nor favor
in
extent
some
to
and
son, Lowell, Holmes, Whlttler, Bryant,
kins, "If one must use razors to cut
will intimidate him from bis sense ot
American literature. He was the first
Irving, and, in certain aspects of his
grindstones. I prefer the bnst quality,"
duty to himself and to that community,
to depart from the models of the older
genius, Hawthorne, might havo been
and numerous keen and brilliant minds
and instantly such a man becomes a
world, and strike out a form of his own,
predicted; reading our early history in
have been literally used up In the makbugbear, a scarecrow, an offense, and a
which was neither grotesque, crude, nor
the light of our later development, their
ing of the American press.
scourget to the evil-doand the unconfeeble, but'of an exquisite, if fragmentcoming) seems to have been foreordainIt is only within tho last quarter of a
scientious.
ary, perfection. He was the man who
ed by the conditions of life on the new
century
that an American newspaper
"When ho settled in New York for the
caught glimpses of a world of thought
continent; and, later. Whitman and Laman has had much chanco of being anysecond time. In April, 1S44, Poe had" beinto which some poet of the New "World,
up
in the
nier stand for and are bound
thing but a creative newspaper genius.
come this Incarnation of the literary
in a future age, will enter in full posfortunes of tho New World, and its new
It took his time, his brains, his ideas,
conscience of the time. From the mosession.
political
order
Poe
and
social
life.
otr
to build up tho insatiable future. The
ment he had reviewed 'Norman Leslie in
The genius of Poe Is so separated from
alone, among men of his eminence, could
impersonality of tho American press was
the 'Southern Literary Messenger,' and
that of the Massachusetts school of
not have been foreseen.
coeval with its cxistsence, and is only Elizabeth Poe, Mother of Edgar A. Poe. pricked the spangled bubbles that then
Whitman.
Helen
poets, the only other literary group of
Sarah
Poe.
Virginia, Wife of Edgar Allan
suggests
"This
his
fact
limitations,
now disappearing. Even tho magazines
danced before the public eye, down to tho
the age, that ho is almost never even
but it also brings into clear view the
wero long anonymous receptacles. As wero likely to do
date of his departure for Philadelphia,
mentioned in connection with them.
anything
now
almost
unique individuality of his genius and porary writers who wore less idealistic. late as the soventlcs tbo contributors to
the critical instinct tho literary conFor this reason, and also because he teristics of true American poetry, and
to
original,
they
begun
had
be
and
that
ago
of
an
was
commercialism.
not
originality
conot
work.
It
his
His
Harper's and tho "Atlantic" signed their this is quite true.
had been growing" In him with
wrote little of a really popular charac- will do the things ot which Poe only the
science
enough,
crept
this
into our names seldom, if ever, and the now era
temporaries arc explicable; Poe is in- Curiously
ter, his name has not been any such dreamed. Even now one poet Lanier
vast
strides.
'I have sometimes amused
biography
ot
Poe,
occupies
Tho
which
groat struggle which began
"household word as that of Longfellow or has brought one kind of verso to per- explicable. He remains the most sharp- literature after tho
about tho time of J. G. Holland's a volume by itself, contains more in- myself,' he says in 'Marginalia,' 'by enout
and
.brought
best
the
tho
worst
of
ly
personality
defined
in our llterary
editorship of the old "Scribncr's." He:ico formation which will tend to throw new deavoring to fancy what would be tho
"SYhlttier. Although not a Virginian by fection, working along Poc's lines, and
Perhaps It was wo
birth or ancestry his associations were these lines have also been followed by history. His verse and his Imaginative national characteristics.literary
have Poe, in the company of other light on the character of the po,et. It fate of an Individual gifted, or rather acspirit was newspapor
almost all with the old South during the James Whitcomb Riley In the Middle prose stand out in bold relief against that the
and magazine hacks, now for is accompanied by an "Editor's Pref- cursed, with an intellect very far suformative period of his life; he is often West, and by Edwin Markham in Cali- a background. which neither suggests too vigorous to permit such a taint with the most part forgotten, writing essays ace," in which the purpose and char- perior to that of hi3 race. Of course he
perhaps
tho wave of on
claimed as a Virginian poet, and his fornia. Poe is the dean of them all, and nor interprets them. One may go fur- out detection;
's
"xne i'ntiosopny or
acter of the present edition is ex- would be conscious of his own superiorpoetry has many of the characteristics of tho greater genius yet to come. One ther, and affirm that both verso and French influence which Bwept over the
ity; nor could he (if otherwise consti"Secret Writing," plained. Mr. Harrison says in part:
something
to
do
countryhad
with
but,
it;
of the literary thought of that section of wonders whether Marlowe was not prose havo a place by themselves In the
"Anastatic Printing," "The Nebular Hy
present
of JPoe is based tuted as man is) help manifesting his
edition
"The
ot
at any rate, the soul the earlier Amer- pothesis," and ono of Longfellow's on the poet's own statement
the country, and much in common with proud of Shakespeare. But it is a para literature of the world."
of what he consciousness. Thus he would make himthat of its later representative, Sidney dox that the work of which a man is But after all, Mr. Mablo touches the ican school was clean and unbrlbed. The poems. He would. In fact, bo called at deemed fundamental in any reissur of self enemies at all points. And since his
many
of
of
was
truo
tho
same
Victorian
of not proud is often that which is most secret of Poo's charm when he says:
Lanier. While the irregularity
the present time a very good
his works: 'I am naturally anxious that opinions and speculations would widely
"Among tho elements which go to writers In England, vhere, probably, the newspaper man, and might be set at what I have written should circulate as
Lanier's metrical stylo was probably duo valuable to tho world.
influence of the Queen had swayed popu
At any rate, there Is to be a Poe re- tho 'making of the true work of art, the lar taste, and where, moreover, tho vio almost anything from special war cor- J wrote it, if it circulate at all.'
place.
a
first
daemonic
holds
Is
It
the
present
season,
'and
this
during
respondence to writing soap advertisethe
"This pregnant sentence from the
vival
lent reaction from, the common morals ments.
to the 1845 edition of the poems
preface
versatility
this
thornew edition of the poet's works js early essential and peculiar quality of ge- That
and
of the Georges had led to n prejudice
been constantly kept in mind by
has
on tho ground. It is appreciatively editin favor of clean living, which naturthe editor during the preparation of
ed, and the new matter which it contains
ally
led to other such bourgeois virtues
interesting.
There aro
work, and no pafns have been
cannot fail to bo
this
as conscientiousness and earnestness.
to apply it practically.
spared
passages in Mr. Mable's essay on Poo
But the quality which distinguished
"After a thorough examination of all
which have almost a ring of prophecy.
precisely
work
is
Kipthat which
Poo's
the existing editions of Poe3 works, the
One of them is as follows:
ling was defining in his latest story,
editor becarao convinced that no satis"One fact about our literature has not
"Wireless," when ho said:
factory text of the poet's writings could
received adequate attention the fact
"Remember that in all tho millions
be established without direct study of
that it had no childhood. In its- beginpermitted thero aro but flvo littlo lines
the original sources in which these writning it was the record of a people who
of which ono may say, 'These aro the
sP5)iSJ3ibHHMKimB
ings first and last appeared. Existing
Jtfl
had long passed the age of play and
Magic. Theso are tho Vision. The rest
conflicted in so many points
editions
dreams, and were given over to pressing
is only pootry.' "
that no course was left except to reject
and exacting work. We are e. young naTho five lines to which ho refors aro
them all beginning with Griswold,
tion, but an old people, and our books,
poems.
dlfferont
two
Two
from
of them
whom all had more or less faithfully
as distinguished from English books, arc
aro found in Keats' "Odo to a Nightinfollowed and extract a new and absothe products of a mature people In a
gale," and havo been called by Rossottl
: ; --- :
lutely authentic text from tho magazines,
new world. Tho world in which books
"tho Pillars of Hercules ot human
periodicals, and books of tales and
thought."
arc written has much to do With their
poems which Poe hlmsolf had edited or
quality, their themes, and their form; but
Magic cawmenls opening on the foam
"
Of perilous seas, In faery lands forlorn.
to which ho had contributed.
the substance ot the books of power is
?fv!VpylBBfaH"
'tW
Is
style
of
biography
most
this
Tho
aro
threo
Tho
other
from
Coleridge's
the deposit of experienco in the hearts
charming In certain passages. Here, for
"Kubla Khan," whoso weird origin is
and minds of a race. In American liter
perhaps as nearly supernatural a3 anyexample, is a comment on Poe's ancesature we have a fresh field and an old
thing in literature is:
try:
race; we havo new conditions, and an
Illustrations fiora "A. Gcrdon Pym."
A savage place a3 holy, and enchanted
"No ono can look at the portrait of
experience which antedates them. iWe
Illustration from "flans Pfaal."
.As e'er beneath a waning moon was haunted
was
Arnold
(for
such
her
Elizabeth
By woman vailing- for her jleraon lover.
were educated in tho Old, World, and a
differ from those ot all mankind that ho
maiden namo) without seeing In it
man carries his education with him. lie
It is ImpoEsiblo for anyone, familiar
of thoso ethereal Eleonoras would be considered a madman, is eviin part to the fact that he was a musi- cannot escape it. and would lose incalIllustration from "The Murders in the with Poo not to see that tho samo mys- Illustration from "Words With a and Ligelas that haunted the poet's dent. How horribly painful such a concian before he was a poet, It is also due, culably if ho could.
terious, Indefinable quality which exists
dition! Hell could invent no greater
to
spona
probability,
certain
dreams with their delicate ImpalpabiliIn all
Rue Morgue."
In
Mummy."
theso linos Is to bo found In his work,
originality
of
kind
"The
inheres
torture than that of a being charged
which
vaguetheir
taneity of impulse which has caused the
ties,
thoi'gh seldom, of courso, in so perfect
ness; tho childlike figure, the great, with abnormal weakness on account of
poets of tho South, and later those of in a new race and runs into novel forms
a form. Take, for example, those linos
mysterious eyes, the abun- being abnormally strong.' "
the Jlldillc West, to cut ilooso from, the we do not and shall not possess; the nius the quality which lies beyond the from "The City In tho Sea," a poem oughness for even the hack articles are wide-opeThe biographer goes pn to say that at
mqst
exacting
at
known
scarcely
reach
the
originality
of
out
kind
all:
IntelliIssues
verse
which
and
of
of
adopt
ot
a form
and
older models
with dant curling hair confined In the quaint this period of his life Ppe was riot
well done should havo
un'dealing gent work, aB it lies beyond tho search Lol Death has reared himself a threne
years
ago,
a
of
hundred
as irregular, and, at its best, as charm- the direct and
power
experception
bonnet
and
and
rare
of
the
like the Imaginary being whom ha
strange city lyinir alone
In
brow
raven
in
masses,
ing, as tho song of a bird. The daring with nature and life we may hope to de- of analysis. A trained man may learn Faradown within the dim West
shadowing
the
the thus describes, aud, Indeed, in the light
pression shown in the poems and tales,
freedom of form exhibited in Foe's "The velop on the scale of the Greeks or tho the secrets of form; he may become an Where the good and the bad and the worat and must provo to tho most casual mind high waist and attenuated arms clasped of later thought, this appears to be
best
the
'true.
Bells," which is one of the most admir- English. A great literature must be adept in tho skill of the craft; but tho Have gone to their eternal rest.
how great a man Poo really was, and in an Empire robe of faint, flowered deIt is in these informal productions,
able examples of onomatopola In the waited for, and while wo are waiting it final follqlty of touch, the ultimate There shrines and palaces and towers
how far, by careless critics, ho has boon sign, tho tiny but rounded neck and written because neeil3 mu3t. that ve get
towers
grace
following
that
power,
absolutely
hopeful
musiof
tremble
the
to
bo
is
the
future;
effortless
wise
for
of
elude and
not!)
language,
underestimated.
shoulders, thtl head proudly erect. It Is tbo real personality of Poo. In place of
Shakespeare Is never so Resemble nothin- that is ours.
cal thought of the poet, has its later expectation Js often a kind of prophecy, baffle him.
In some of this newspaper work ap the faco of an elf, a sprite, an Undine, the somewhat shadowy and spoolc-Ilk- c
counterpart In Lanier's "Symphony," and to believe in the possibility of doing wonderful as in those perfect lines, So blend the turrets 'and towers there
pears what is never found, except In a who was to be the mother of the most genius, and in rescuing them from oblivion
cdttor, Mr. James A. HarriThat all seem pendulous in air.
although Lanier's mind was wholly the best things in the best way is itself those exquisite images and similes, While
saturnine phase, in mora serious work of elfish, tho most unearthly of poets. son, hasthedone
from a proud tower in the town
the world service.
without tho somber melancholy nhich a kind of preparation. To say that. liter- - those fragrant sentences akin with the Death looks gigantically down.
the author, and that is evidence of a whose luminous dark gray eyes had a York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co.) tNew
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